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1 Introduction

The study of kaon decays has historically provided one of the richest source of informa-

tion in the construction of the Standard Model (SM). Above all, let’s recall the discovery

of P andCP violation, as well as the indirect indication of the existence of charm. More-

over, at present some of the most stringent constraints which any extension of the SM has

to face on flavour mixing,CP violation andCPT conservation are derived from kaon

physics. But what is even more fascinating is the fact that in the near future, 50 years

after their discovery, kaon decays could still offer a valuable anduniqueprobe to test the

SM and to search for New Physics (NP) [1].

In general, we can separate in three wide classes the observables which it is still

very important to measure with increasing accuracy:

1. Pure NP searches.The observables belonging to this class are those vanishing

or extremely small within the SM, like the widths of the lepton–flavour violating

modes (KL ! �e, K ! ��e, . . . ) or the transverse muon polarization inK+ !
�0�+�� (see e.g. Rizzo in [1] and references therein). The first ones are completely

forbidden within the SM whereas the latter is expected to be much smaller than

the experimental sensitivity. In these cases a non–vanishing experimental evidence

would provide a clear signal for physics beyond the SM, however a positive result

is not guaranteed.

2. Precision SM measurements.Under this name we group the observables which are

completely dominated by SM contributions but are calculable with high accuracy in

terms of fundamental parameters. An interesting example in this sector is provided

by the�� scattering lengths, measurable fromKl4 decays, which can be expressed

in terms of the expectation value of the quark condensate in the chiral limit [2].

Similarly, Kl3 decays provide precise information about the Cabibbo angle and

quark–mass ratios [2].

3. Short–distance observables.In this category we finally collect theCP–violating

and FCNC observables which are calculable with high accuracy in terms of short–

distance amplitudes, like the widths ofK ! ���� decays. This group is probably

the most interesting one since it is useful both to test the flavour structure of the

SM and also to search for NP. In the following we will concentrate only on this

sector, trying to emphasize the cleanliness from long–distance effects and the NP

sensitivity of various observables.
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2 FCNC rare decays within the SM

The rare transitionsK ! ����, K ! `+`� andK ! �`+`� are naturally good candi-

dates to extract information on the FCNC amplitudesL ! dLfL �fL (f = �; `). Within

the SM this amplitude is generated only at the quantum level, throughZ–penguin and

W–box diagrams, and is particularly interesting because of the dominant role played by

the top–quark exchange. Separating the contributions to the amplitude according to the

intermediate up–type quark running inside the loop, one can write

A(sL ! dLfL �fL) =
X

q=u;c;t

V �

qsVqd Aq ; (1)

whereVij denote the elements of the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) matrix [3].

The hierarchy of the CKM matrix [4] would favor the first two terms in (1) however the

hard GIM mechanism of the parton–level calculation impliesAq � m2
q=M

2
W , which leads

to a completely different scenario: assuming the standard phase convention (=Vus =

=Vud = 0) and expanding the CKM elements in powers of the Cabibbo angle (� = 0:22)

[4], one finds

V �

qsVqd Aq �

8><
>:
O(�5m2

t ) + i O(�5m2
t ) (q = t) ;

O(�m2
c) + i O(�5m2

c) (q = c) ;

O(��2
QCD) (q = u) :

(2)

As can be noticed, the top–quark contribution dominates both real and imaginary parts

of the amplitude (the�2
QCD factor in the last line follows from a naive estimate of long–

distance effects associated to the up–quark exchange). This implies several interesting

consequences forA(sL ! dLfL �fL): i) it is dominated by short–distance dynamics and

therefore calculable with high precision in perturbation theory; ii) it is very sensitive to

Vtd, which is one of the less constrained CKM matrix elements; iii) it is likely to have a

largeCP–violating phase; iv) it is very suppressed within the SM and thus very sensitive

to possible NP effects.

The short–distance contribution toA(sL ! dLfL �fL) can be efficiently described

by means of a single effective dimension–6 operator:O
f
LL = (�sL

�dL)( �fL�fL). The

Wilson coefficients ofOf
LL have been calculated by Buchalla and Buras including next–

to–leading–order QCD corrections [5] (see also [6,7]), leading to a very precise descrip-

tion of the partonic amplitude. Moreover, the simple structure ofO
f
LL has two major

advantages: i) the relation between partonic and hadronic amplitudes in the above men-

tioned rare decays is quite accurate, since the hadronic matrix elements of the(�sL
�dL)

current between a kaon and a pion (or the vacuum) are related by isospin symmetry to

those enteringKl3 (or Kl2) decays, which are experimentally well known; ii) the lepton
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pair is produced in a state of definiteCP and angular momentum (JCP = 1�) implying,

for instance, that the leading contribution ofA(sL ! dLfL �fL) to KL ! �0f �f is CP

violating.

The short–distance contributions of thesL ! dLfL �fL amplitude toK ! ����,

K ! `+`� andK ! �`+`� is therefore very well under control. The remaining question

to address in order to quantify their potential in testing flavour dynamics is the estimate

of other possible contributions. For instance in the case ofK ! �`+`� an important role

is certainly played by thesL ! dL`V �̀V amplitude, due to electromagnetic interactions.

Then in all decays there is the question of possible long–distance contaminations. In the

following we shall discuss in more detail the potential sources of uncertainties for the

various channels.

2.1 K ! ����

These modes are particularly clean since neutrinos couple to quarks only viaW andZ

exchange, thus the only non–vanishing contribution to the decay is provided by thesL !
dL�L��L amplitude discussed above.

In the charged channel (K+ ! �+���) the dominant theoretical error is related to the

uncertainty of the QCD corrections toAc (see [7] for an updated discussion), which can be

translated into a5% error in the determination ofjVtdj fromB(K+ ! �+���). This QCD

uncertainty can be considered as generated by ‘intermediate–distance’ dynamics; genuine

long–distance effects associated toAu have been shown to be substantially smaller [8].

The case ofKL ! �0��� is even more clean from the theoretical point of view [9].

Indeed, because of theCP structure, the leading contribution to the decay amplitude gen-

erated by dimension–6 operators is proportional to the imaginary parts in (1). This implies

that in the dominant (direct–CP–violating) part of the amplitude the charm contribution

is completely negligible with respect to the top one, where the uncertainty of the QCD

corrections is around 1%. Intermediate and long–distance contributions to this decay are

essentially confined only to the indirect–CP–violating contribution (KL ! KS ! �0���

[10]) and to theCP–conserving one (generated at short distances by higher–dimensional

operators [11]) which are both extremely small. Taking into account also the isospin–

breaking corrections to the hadronic matrix elements [12], one can therefore write a very

accurate expression (with a theoretical error around1%) for B(KL ! �0���) in terms of

short–distance parameters [7,10]:

B(KL ! �0���)SM = 4:25� 10�10
"
mt(mt)

170 GeV

#2:3 "
=�t
�5

#2
: (3)

The high accuracy of the theoretical predictions ofB(K+ ! �+���) andB(KL !
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�0���) in terms of the modulus and the imaginary part of�t = V �

tsVtd could clearly offer

the possibility of very interesting tests of the CKM mechanism. Indeed, a measurement

of both channels would provide two independent information on the unitarity triangle (or

equivalently on the�–� plane [4]), which can be probed also byB–physics observables.

In particular, as emphasized in [7], the ratio of the two branching ratios could be trans-

lated into a determination ofsin(2�), theCP–violating observable measurable in a clean

way also fromB0( �B0) ! J=	KS. A comparison of the two measurements would then

provide a very powerful tool to search for NP.

Taking into account all the indirect constraints onV �

ts andVtd obtained within the

SM, the present range of the SM predictions for the two branching ratios is given by [7]:

B(K+ ! �+���)SM = (0:82� 0:32)� 10�10 ; (4)

B(KL ! �0���)SM = (3:1� 1:3)� 10�11 ; (5)

to be compared with the recent experimental results:

B(K+ ! �+���) = 4:2+9:7
�3:5 � 10�10 [13] ; (6)

B(KL ! �0���) < 1:6� 10�6 [14] : (7)

2.2 K ! `+`� andK ! �`+`�

In the decays involving charged leptons the problem of long–distance effects becomes

much more important because of the presence of electromagnetic interactions. In general

we can distinguish three classes of electromagnetic long–distance amplitudes:

1. One–photon exchange.This mechanism provides the by far dominant contribu-

tion to theCP–allowed transitionsK+ ! �+`+`� andKS ! �0`+`� [15] (see

[16] for an updated discussion). The former has been observed, both in the elec-

tron and in the muon mode, whereas only an upper bound of about10�6 exists on

B(KS ! �0e+e�) [17]. Unfortunately chiral symmetry alone does not help to

relateB(K+ ! �+`+`�) andB(KS ! �0e+e�), and without model–dependent

assumptions one can only set a theoretical upper bound of about10�8 on the latter

[16].

In the case ofKL ! �0`+`� the long–distance part of the one–photon exchange

amplitude is forbidden byCP invariance but it contributes to the decay viaKL–KS

mixing, leading to

B(KL ! �0e+e�)CPV�ind = 3� 10�3 B(KS ! �0e+e�) : (8)
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On the other hand, the direct–CP–violating part of the decay amplitude is very

similar to the one ofKL ! �0��� but for the fact that it receives an additional

short–distance contribution by the photon penguin. This theoretically clean part of

the amplitude leads to [18]

B(KL ! �0e+e�)SMCPV�dir = 0:69� 10�10
"
mt(mt)

170 GeV

#2 "
=�t
�5

#2
: (9)

The twoCP–violating components of theKL ! �0e+e� amplitude will in general

interfere. Given the present uncertainty onB(KS ! �0e+e�), at the moment we

can only set the rough upper limit

B(KL ! �0e+e�)SMCPV�tot
<
�

few � 10�11 (10)

on the sum of all theCP–violating contributions to this mode (the present exper-

imental upper bound is about two orders of magnitude larger [17]). We stress,

however, that the phases of the twoCP–violating amplitudes are well know. Thus

if B(KS ! �0e+e�) will be measured, it will be possible to determine the interfer-

ence between direct and indirectCP–violating components ofB(KL ! �0e+e�)CPV

up to a sign ambiguity.

2. Two–photon exchange inS wave.This amplitude plays an important role inKL !
`+`� transitions. In theKL ! e+e� case it is by far the dominant contribution and

it can be estimated with a relatively good accuracy in terms of�(KL ! ). This

leads to the predictionB(KL ! e+e�) � 9� 10�12 [19] which recently seems to

have been confirmed by the fourKL ! e+e� events observed at BNL–E871 [20].

More interesting from the short–distance point of view is the case ofKL ! �+��.

Here the two–photon long–distance amplitude is still large but the short–distance

one, generated by the real part ofA(sL ! dL�L��L) and thus sensitive to<Vtd [5],

is comparable in size. Unfortunately the dispersive part of the two–photon con-

tribution is much more difficult to be estimated in this case, due to the stronger

sensitivity to theKL ! �� form factor. Despite the precise experimental deter-

mination ofB(KL ! �+��), the present constraints on<Vtd from this observable

are not very interesting [21]. Nonetheless, the measurement ofB(KL ! �+��)

is still useful to put stringent bounds on possible NP contributions. Moreover, we

stress that the uncertainty of theKL ! �� ! �+�� amplitude could be partially

decreased in the future by precise experimental information on the form factors of

KL ! `+`� andKL ! e+e��+�� decays, especially if these would be consis-

tent with the parameterization of theKL ! �� form factor proposed in [21].
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3. Two–photon exchange inD wave. This final amplitude (the smallest of the three)

is interesting since it produces a non–helicity–suppressedCP–conserving contri-

bution toKL ! �0e+e� [22]. This contribution does not interfere with theCP–

violating one in the total rate and leads toB(KL ! �0e+e�)CPC � few �
10�12. At the moment it is not easy to perform accurate predictions ofB(KL !
�0e+e�)CPC , however, precise experimental information on the di–photon spec-

trum ofKL ! �0 at lowm could help to clarify the situation [22]. Moreover,

the Dalitz plot distribution ofCPV andCPC contributions toKL ! �0e+e� are

substantially different: in the first case thee+e� pair is in aP wave, whereas in the

latter it is in aD wave. Thus in principle it is possible to extract experimentally the

interestingB(KL ! �0e+e�)CPV from an observation of variousKL ! �0e+e�

events.

3 K ! ���� andKL ! �0e+e� beyond the SM

As we have seen in the previous section, the branching ratios ofKL ! �0���, K+ !
�+��� andKL ! �0e+e�1 could give us valuable and precise information about flavour

mixing. Within the SM this is ruled by the CKM mechanism, which implies the strong

O(�5) suppression ofA(sL ! dLfL �fL) and leads to the small predictions in (4–5) and

(10). It is therefore natural to expect that these observables are very sensitive to possible

extensions of the SM in the flavour sector.

As long as we are interested only in NP effects to rare FCNC processes, we can

roughly distinguish the extensions of the SM into two big groups: those involving new

sources of flavour mixing (like generic SUSY extensions of the SM, models with new gen-

erations of quarks, etc. . . ) and those where the flavour mixing is still ruled by the CKM

matrix (like the 2–Higgs–doublet model of type II, constrained SUSY models, etc. . . ).

In the second case the effect to rare decays is typically small, at most of the same or-

der of magnitude as the SM contribution (see e.g. [23,24] for some recent discussions).

On the other hand, in the first case it is easy to generate sizable effects, leading to large

enhancements with respect to the SM rates (see e.g. [25] and [26]).

Interestingly, despite the variety of NP models, it is possible to derive a model–

independent relation among the widths of the three neutrino modes [27]. Indeed, the

isospin structure of anys! d operator bilinear in the quark fields implies

�(K+ ! �+���) = �(KL ! �0���) + �(KS ! �0���) ; (11)

1 The measurement ofB(KL ! �
0
e
+
e
�) should be supplemented by a Dalitz plot analysis and a

determination or a stringent experimental bound onB(KS ! �
0
e
+
e
�).
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up to small isospin–breaking corrections, which then leads to

B(KL ! �0���) <
�
KL

�
K+

B(K+ ! �+���) : (12)

Any experimental limit onB(KL ! �0���) below this bound can be translated into a

non–trivial dynamical information on the structure of thes! d��� amplitude. Using the

experimental result in (6), the present model–independent bound onB(KL ! �0���) is

about6� 10�9 (more than two orders of magnitude larger than the SM value!).

Unfortunately there is no analog model–independent bound forKL ! �0e+e�.

However, to compare the NP sensitivity ofKL ! �0��� andKL ! �0e+e�, we note that

in the specific scenario where the dominant contribution to both processes is generated by

an effectiveZ�sd vertex, one expectsB(KL ! �0e+e�) ' B(KL ! �0���)=6 [25].

3.1 Supersymmetric contributions

We will now discuss in more detail the rare FCNC transitions in the framework of a low–

energy supersymmetric extension of the SM –with unbrokenR parity, minimal particle

content and generic flavour couplings– which represents a very attractive possibility from

the theoretical point of view. Similarly to the SM, also in this case FCNC amplitudes

are generated only at the quantum level. However, in addition to the standard penguin

and box diagrams, also their corresponding superpartners, generated by gaugino–squarks

loops, play an important role. In particular, the chargino–up–squarks diagrams provide

the potentially dominant non–SM effect to thes! d���(`+`�) amplitude [28]. Moreover,

in the limit where the average mass of SUSY particles (MS) is substantially larger than

MW , the penguin diagrams tend to dominate over the box ones and the dominant SUSY

effect can be encoded through an effectiveZ�sLdL coupling [25].

The flavour structure of a generic SUSY model is quite complicated and a conve-

nient way to parametrize the various flavour—mixing terms is provided by the so–called

mass–insertion approximation [29]. This consists of choosing a simple basis for the gauge

interactions and, in that basis, to perform a perturbative expansion of the squark mass ma-

trices around their diagonal. The same approach could be employed also within the SM,

rotating for instance theuiL fields and choosing the basis where theW �dL�udL coupling

is diagonal. In this case it would be easy to verify that the dominant contribution to the

Z�sLdL vertex is generated at the second order in the mass expansion by a doubleqiL � q
j
R

mixing, namely(udL� tR)�(tR�usL). The two off–diagonal mass terms would indeed be

proportional tomtVtd andmtV
�

ts. As shown in [25], this “second–order structure” remains

valid also for the SUSY (chargino–up–squarks) contributions. In this case the situation is

slightly more complicated due to the interplay between the standard CKM matrix (ruling
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the higgsino–qiL� ~qjR vertex) and a new matrix responsible for the~qiL� ~qjR mixing [28]. It

is indeed possible to consider terms with a single off–diagonal CKM element and a single

~qiL � ~qjR mixing. However, in perfect analogy with the SM case, the potentially dominant

SUSY contribution arises from the double mixing(~udL� ~tR)� (~tR� ~usL) [25]. This leads

to an effectiveZ�sLdL vertex proportional to

~�t =
(fM2

U )sLtR(
fM2
U )tRdL

M4
S

; (13)

which can be considered as the analog of the SM factor�t(m
2
t =M

2
W ).

The phenomenological constraints on~�t can be divided into two groups:

1. indirectMS–dependent bounds on(fM2
U )sLtR and (fM2

U)tRdL , dictated mainly by

vacuum–stability, neutral–meson mixing (K0 � �K0, D0 � �D0 andB0 � �B0) and

b! s;

2. direct limits on theZ�sLdL coupling dictated byKL ! �+�� and<(�0=�), con-

straining<~�t and=~�t, respectively.

In a wide range ofMS (0.5 TeV<
�
MS

<
�

1 TeV) the first type of bounds are rather weak

and leave open the possibility for large effects in rare decays. In particular,�(K+ !
�+���) could be enhanced up to one order of magnitude with respect to the SM predic-

tion, whereas for�(KL ! �0���) and�(KL ! �0e+e�) the enhancement could even be

higher [25]. Concerning the direct constraints, the bound on<~�t from KL ! �+�� is

certainly quite stringent [30], however one could still generate the above large enhance-

ments with an almost imaginary~�t (actually this is a necessary condition to enhance the

CP–violating modes).

Buras and Silvestrini recently claimed that the possibility of a large=~�t is sub-

stantially reduced by the constraints from<(�0=�) [30]. According to these authors, the

enhancement of the rare widths can be at most of one order of magnitude in�(KL !
�0e+e�) and not more than a factor� 3 in �(K+ ! �+���). We agree with them that

in principle the measurement of<(�0=�) provides a bound on=~�t, however we are more

skeptical about the precise value of this bound at present. As we shall discuss more exten-

sively in the next section, the problem with<(�0=�) is that on one side the SM prediction

is affected by large theoretical uncertainties, on the other side this observable is sensi-

tive also to other SUSY effects, which could partially cancel the contribution of=~�t. In

addition, even the experimental results concerning<(�0=�) are not very clear at present

[17]. Probably the situation will improve in the future, but at the moment the extraction

of bounds on theZ�sLdL vertex from<(�0=�) requires some additional assumptions. On
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the contrary, we stress that the direct constraints which could be obtained from the rare

decays, even if less stringent, would be much more clear from the theoretical point of

view.

4 �0=� within and beyond the SM

The�0=� parameter can be defined as

�0

�
=

ei(�=2+�2��0)

�

!p
2

"
=A2

<A2

� =A0

<A0

#
; (14)

whereA0;2 denote theK0 ! (2�)0;2 amplitudes,�0;2 the corresponding strong phases,

! = <A2=<A0 ' 1=22 and� is the standard�S = 2 CP–violating term. A measure-

ment of�0=� can provide very interesting information about the global symmetries of the

SM. Indeed, as it is well known, an evidence for�0=� 6= 0 would be a clear signal of direct

CP violation [31]. Moreover, given that arg(�) = �=4 ' �=2 + �2 � �0, the phase of�0=�

is almost vanishing, implyingj=(�0=�)j � j<(�0=�)j. This relation can be modified only

by addingCPT non–invariant terms inK ! 2� amplitudes and thus can be used to test

CPT invariance [31].

More problematic is the question of what kind of short–distance information can

be extracted from�0=� and thus to what extent this observable can be used to perform

precision tests of the SM in the flavour sector. Similarly to the rareFCNC transitions,

also the weak phases ofA0 andA2 are generated only at the quantum level and are very

sensitive to the structure of the CKM matrix. The short–distance information about these

amplitudes are usually encoded in the Wilson coefficients of appropriate four–quark op-

erators, which can be calculated with a good accuracy down to scales� >
�
mc [32,33].

However, contrary to the rare decays, in the case ofK ! 2� transitions it is very difficult

to evaluate the hadronic matrix elements of the effective operators.

At the quark level=A0 is dominated by the gluon penguin whereas=A2 by the

electroweak ones. In both cases the dominant contribution is provided by four–quark

operators of the type(�s�L
�d

�
L)
P

q yq(�q
�
R�q

�
R), namelyO6 for =A0 (yq = 1) andO8

for =A2 (yq = eq), which have enhanced matrix elements in the chiral limit. A useful

approximate expression for<(�0=�) can be obtained by showing explicitly the dependence

on the matrix elements of these two operators [30,34]:

<
 
�0

�

!
SM

=
h
�1:4 + 8:2

�
RsB

(1=2)
6

�
� 4:0

�
RsB

(3=2)
8

�i
� =�t : (15)

HereRs = [158 MeV=(ms(mc)+md(mc))]
2 shows the leading dependence on the quark

masses of the two matrix elements, whereas their actual value is hidden in theB–factors
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B
(1=2)
6 andB(3=2)

8 , expected to be positive andO(1). The uncertainty in the numerical

coefficients of (15) is expected to be around or below20% [34] (see also Buras in [1]).

Various estimates ofRs and of theB–factors can be found in the literature, lead-

ing to results for<(�0=�)SM which range essentially between0 and3 � 10�3 [34–36].

Certainly some non–perturbative techniques are more reliable than others, however in all

cases it is very difficult to provide quantitative estimates of the errors, especially in the

case of theB–factors. Lattice results, for example, are based on the lowest–order chiral

relation betweenhKjOij2�i andhKjOij�i, and could be affected by sizable corrections

due to next–to–leading terms in the chiral expansion. Interesting progress in calculating

hadronic matrix elements have recently been made in the framework of the1=Nc expan-

sion [37,38], nonetheless even there we are still far from precise results, especially in the

case ofO6 andO8.

Given the above considerations, it is clear that at present<(�0=�) cannot be used to

perform precision tests of the SM. In the context of NP scenarios, one can generally expect

two main effects in<(�0=�): i) a modification of the phase of the gluon–penguin amplitude

and thus of=A0, ii) a modification of the phase of the electroweak–penguin amplitude

and thus of=A2. As we have shown in the previous section, the second effect could be

bounded independently also from the rare processesKL ! �0��� andKL ! �0e+e+.

In the future<(�0=�) could therefore provide an interesting complementary window for

NP searches in�S = 1 amplitudes. However, this would require better experimental

bounds on both rare modes and<(�0=�) and, possibly, also better theoretical control on

theB–factors.

5 Conclusions

TheK ! ���� decays provide a unique opportunity to perform high precision tests of

CP violation and flavour mixing, both within and beyond the SM. In some NP scenarios,

even in the case of generic supersymmetric extensions of the SM, sizable enhancements

to B(K ! ����) are possible and, if detected, these could provide the first evidence

for physics beyond the SM. However, even if NP will be discovered before via direct

searches, we stress that precise measurements of these rare modes will provide unique

information about the flavour structure of any extension of the SM.

Among theK ! Xd`
+`� decays, the most interesting one from the short–distance

point of view is probablyKL ! �0e+e�. In order to extract precise information from this

mode, the measurement of its decay rate should be accompanied by a Dalitz plot analysis

and a determination or a stringent experimental bound onB(KS ! �0e+e�).

Accurate measurements of<(�0=�) and=(�0=�) will provide interesting information
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about the global symmetries of the SM (especially if<(�0=�) were found to be clearly

different form zero). However, given the large theoretical uncertainty, at present<(�0=�)
is not very useful to perform precision tests of the model.
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